Given a graph, in which degree of every node is at most A > 2, we give an algorithm for vertex colouring it with A colours on the Exclusive Read Exclusive Write PRAM model (assuming, of 
Introduction
Vertex colouring of graphs is amongst the most extensively studied problems of graph theory. Here we are required to assign a colour to each vertex of the graph in such a way that no two adjacent vertices get the same colour. Algorithms for vertex colouring find widespread applications in various areas, including other graph algorithms. A k-vertex colouring is a vertex colouring that uses at most k colours. A kcolourable graph is one for which a k-vertex colouring exists. The chromatic number x(G) of a graph G is the minimum k for which G is k-colourable. Finding the chromatic number of an arbitrary graph is known to be NP-hard. Hence, algorithms which may use more than x(G) colours are of interest.
A graph G = (I/, E), can be easily (d + 1)-coloured in O(m) time, sequentially -throughout this paper, we will denote the number of edges 1 E 1 by m, the number of vertices ) I/ 1 by y1 and the maximum vertex degree by d. In parallel setting, Luby [15, 16] and Goldberg and Spencer [6, 7] have shown that the problem is in NC. For the special case of d being bounded, [S] gives an O(n) processor O(log* n) time algorithm for the Exclusive Read Exclusive Write (EREW) Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) model whereas an optimal algorithm that takes O(10g'~'n) time with n/log(k)n processors, again on an EREW PRAM, is given in [18] ; for general graphs these algorithms take O(A log A(log* n + A)) time and O(A2 log A logck'n) time, respectively. (The model is described later in this section.) Closely associated to (A + 1)-colouring is the maximal independent set (MIS for short) problem; this is because there is an NC reduction from (A + 1)-colouring to the MIS problem [lS] ; thus an NC algorithm for the MIS problem implies an NC algorithm for (A + 1)-colouring as well. Karp and Widgerson [13] describe an O((logn)4) time algorithm for the MIS problem with O((n/logn)3) processors on an EREW PRAM, thus proving the problem to be in NC. Alon et al. [l] and Luby [15] have obtained fast and simple randomised algorithms for the MIS problem; these algorithms take d((log n)') expected time with O(m) processors on an EREW PRAM.
Alon et al. [l] and Luby [ 151 also present derandomisation techniques to obtain fast deterministic versions of their respective algorithms.
Luby [16] describes a derandomisation
technique without processor penalty; this results in a linear processor O((log n)3 log log n) time algorithm for (A + 1)-colouring on a Concurrent Read Exclusive Write (CREW) PRAM. The first linear processor NC algorithm for the MIS problem is due to Goldberg and Spencer [6] and takes O((log n)4) time on an EREW PRAM; they later improved the time bound to 0((logn)3) [7] . In an important achievement of graph theory, Brooks showed that any connected graph is A-colourable if it is neither a complete graph on A + 1 vertices nor a circuit of odd length (see for e.g. [19, 14] ). A A-colouring has often been called a Brooks' colouring and a A-colourable graph a Brooks' graph. A linear time sequential algorithm for this problem is known (see [14, Problems 9.12 and 9.131). In parallel setting, the problem is known to be in NC [lo, 12,8,17] ; for general graphs, the best algorithm takes 0(log3 n/log A) time [17] .
In this paper, we concentrate on bounded degree graphs (i.e., A is bounded by a constant).
For cubic graphs (i.e., A = 3), Karloff [ll] has given the following parallel algorithm to find a Brooks' colouring:
1. Find Si,&, . . ..Sriogsnl. each a maximal independent set of the input graph G, such that, for 1 d i < rlog, nl, the number of odd cycles in G -Si+ 1 is at most one third the number of odd cycles in G -Si. So, G -Srlog,nl will have no odd cycles. 2. Two colour G -Srlogzrtl. 3. Vertices of Srlogsnl can be coloured with the third colour.
This algorithm can be implemented in 0(log2 n) time with n/log n processors on an EREW PRAM. We improve this result; in Section 3, we describe an algorithm that takes O(logn) time with n/logn processors on an EREW PRAM.
Furthermore, [ll] shows that Brooks' colouring an a-degree graph G can be reduced in NC, to Brooks' colouring an (a -1)-degree subgraph of G, for Y > 3. This reduction requires a spanning tree in an O(n)-vertex graph to be found, and so, even for bounded degree graphs, can at best be implemented in O(logn) time with (n + m)a(m, n)/logn processors on a CRCW PRAM [4, 9] and in O(logn loglogn) time with n processors on an EREW PRAM [3] . In Section 4 we show that, for bounded degree graphs, this reduction can be obtained in O(logn) time with n/logn processors on an EREW PRAM. So, on bounded degree graphs, the consequent Brooks' colouring algorithm in [ll] takes 0(log2 n) time with n processors on an EREW PRAM and O(log'n) time with (n + m)~(m,n)/logn processors on a CRCW PRAM, whereas, here only O(logn) optimal time on an EREW PRAM.
Algorithms of [lo, 12, S] for Brooks' colouring a general graph first find a maximal partial colouring of the input graph G (maximal in the sense that the colouring cannot be extended any further without recolouring some of the coloured vertices) using
Luby's algorithm [15] . The colouring is then adjusted in a series of phases, so that after O(logn) phases it is either total [lo, 121 or can be extended in an obvious way [8] . If G is a bounded degree graph, for each of these algorithms, a single phase can be implemented in O(log n) time with n/log n processors, but it is difficult to see how any of these algorithms can be simulated on O(n/log' n) processors without a time penalty. If Seq(n) is the worst-case running time of the fastest known sequential algorithm for a problem of size n, an optimal parallel algorithm for the same problem runs in O(Seq(n)/p) time using p processors.
Certain graph theoretic and parallel algorithmic terms subsequently used in this paper are defined in Section 2. The special case of 3-colouring a 3-degree graph is treated in Section 3 whereas the d-colouring algorithm itself is given in Section 4.
Definitions
Let G = (I/, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. If U is a subset of V', G[ U] will denote the subgraph induced by U and G -U will denote
An independent set I of G is a subset of V such that for every u, v E I, (u, v) is not in E. In a maximal independent set (MIS for short) I, in addition the following condition holds: for each t' E V either v E I or v has a neighbour in I. If O(U) is not defined for every v E V we say G is partially coloured. A colour c is said to befeasible at v if c is not in a (N(v) ). For the problem of A-colouring, an uncoloured vertex in a partially coloured graph is said to be at impasse if it has no feasible colour in { 1, . . . , A). If v is a vertex at impasse, its neighbour of colour i will be denoted by vi (i = 1, . . , A) .
An E-B component in G is a component of the subgraph induced by vertices coloured cx or p. Note that interchanging colours c( and b in an a-/? component does not affect the validity of the colouring, whether the colouring be partial or complete. So, for a vertex v at impasse if v, and up belong to different a-8 components interchanging colours in one of them will resolve the impasse. A graph in which every vertex has degree at most a, will be called an a-degree graph. A graph in which every vertex has degree exactly M, is an a-regular graph. A 3-regular graph is also called a cubic graph. A subcubic graph has a maximum vertex degree of 3.
An a-clique is a complete graph on a vertices. Note that it is (a -1)-regular. For a vertex v at impasse, we define an u-fork at v to be the shortest simple path F of coloured vertices such that (i) one end point v, of F is the a-coloured neighbour of v (we assume that F is ranked starting at va), (ii) w, the other end point of F, has two neighbours w1 and w2, both of the same colour, i.e., I = g(wz) and (iii) w1 and w2 are not in F. Using F the impasse at v can be resolved as follows:
Recolour each x E F (x # w) with the colour of its higher ranked neighbour in F. Uncolour w Give w one of the colours missing in its neighbourhood. /*Since, wi and w2 are both coloured the same, such a colour exists.*/ Colour v with a. Recolour v, with a colour different from CL /* There exists such a feasible colour because, v, is adjacent to an uncoloured vertex, namely v */ Colour u with a.
Three-colouring subcubic graphs
In this section, we describe an optimal algorithm for vertex colouring 3-degree graphs. For simplicity of discussion we assume that the graph is cubic. Generalising to include subcubic graphs is straight forward [ll] . This algorithm will be used in the next section to obtain an optimal algorithm for Brooks' colouring a general bounded degree graph.
Procedure 3-colour-cubic-graphs
Input:
A cubic graph G = (V, E) in adjacency list representation. Output: A 3-colouring cr : I/ -+ { 1,2,3) of G.
A high level description of the algorithm First a maximal independent set (MIS) M of G is found and removed. Vertices of the remaining graph H are coloured 1 or 2, except for one and only one vertex in each odd cycle of H, which is left uncoloured.
Vertices of M are coloured 3. Each uncoloured vertex has all the three colours in its neighbourhood and hence is at impasse. Observe that for each vertex t' at impasse, vi and u2 are the end points of a simple l-2 chain Pi*(u) in G. For each u at impasse do the following:
1. If ui and u3 are in different l-3 components of G then resolve the impasse at u by interchanging colours 1 and 3 in one of the two 1-3 components; if this is not possible then, after this step, there will be a simple l-3 chain P,,(u) in G with ui and u3 as the end points. 2. If cl2 and u3 are in different 2-3 components of G then resolve the impasse at u by interchanging colours 2 and 3 in one of the two 2-3 components; if this is not possible then, after this step, there will be a simple 2-3 chain in G with v2 and vj as the end points. 3. Due to interchanges made in steps (1) and (2) above, P,,(u) and P13(u) now need not be, respectively, l-2 and l-3 components of G. If either case holds then we resolve impasse at v through local recolouring of Pi2(u) or Pi3(r) as is required. So we are left with only the situation where vi and vj are the end points of a simple i-j path P,j(Zl) for each vertex u at impasse and 1 d i < j d 3.
4. If u2 is adjacent to both vi and v3 then recolour U, vi, v2 and u3 with colours 1, 2, 3 and 2, respectively. else
Interchange colours 1 and 3 in P,,(u). The resulting graph is similar to the case discussed in (3) and is solved using a similar technique.
Algorithm in detail
Step 1: (a) Obtain an MIS M of G and for each v E M let a(u) = 3. Remove M from G to get H, i.e., H = G -M. /* Vertices of the MIS are coloured 3 */ Remark. The MIS is found by first finding a 4-colouring C : V -+ { 1,2,3,4} of G using the optimal algorithm [18] for (d + 1)-colouring a bounded degree graph. Then, for each i : = 1 to 4, in turn add w E I/ to M, if C(w) = i and no neighbour of w is already in M. The time taken is O(log'k' n) (for any fixed k 2 1) with n/log'k' n processors on an EREW PRAM. With n/log n processors (k = l), the time taken will be O(log n).
As every vertex in G is adjacent to some vertex in M, degree of each vertex in H is at least one less than its degree in G; thus the maximum degree of H is two, and hence H consists of disjoint chains and cycles.
(b) For each vertex of H, find whether it is in a chain or a cycle. Assuming we have p processors, this is done by first reducing the size of H to p using the list contraction technique of [Z] and then applying the recursive doubling step O(logp) times. During the recursive doubling step, for each v E L'(H), we can also find the smallest numbered vertex F(v) in the contracted version of the component containing v. Removed vertices are inserted back in the reverse order. A removed vertex obtains its F-values from its neighbours, when it is inserted back into H.
Remark. Observe that for u, v E V(H), F(u) = F(v) if and only if u and v belong to the same connected component of H.
(c) LetJ={vlv=F( ) d u an u is in a cycle in H) and H' = H -J. That is, from every cycle of H, exactly one vertex is missing in H', which hence is a collection of disjoint chains. For each chain of H' select one of its two end points as the tail (say the one with the higher index). Use the list ranking algorithm of [2] to compute the distance of each vertex from the tail of the chain to which it belongs. Give vertices of odd rank colour 1 and even rank colour 2.
Further, for each even cycle C of H, the vertex v,(C) of C which is in J is coloured 2. Each of the remaining vertices in J belongs to an odd cycle of H, is at impasse, and is left uncoloured. Let I be the set of impasse vertices.
Remark. Observe that the colouring is valid as, of the three neighbours in G of v,(C), the two in H are of colour 1 and the one in M is of colour 3. Remark. Every odd cycle of H provides a path between vi and v2, if v is the impasse vertex contained in it. Moreover, each vertex on this path is coloured 1 or 2 and its neighbour outside the path is coloured 3. Thus, v1 and v2 belong to the same 1-2 component, which is a simple path with v1 and v2 as its end points. For each vertex w on this path, P(w) = v. In the subsequent steps, the vertices for which P is defined will be referred to as P-vertices. Others are non-P-vertices. Note that every Pcomponent, i.e., a component in the subgraph induced by P-vertices, is a chain. We will be extensively using the following procedures:
Procedure RESOLVE begin
For v E I do in parallel if v has at least one colour missing in its neighbourhood then
give v the minimum feasible colour and remove it from I.
end. Procedure UPDATE(S) /* S: I/ ---f V will be either P or Q; Q will be defined later.
In general, S can be any partial function */ begin
For v E I/ do in parallel if S(v) is defined but S(v) is not at impasse then S(v) : = "undefined" end.
Step Remark. In the subsequent steps, the vertices for which Q is defined will be referred to as Q-vertices.
Step 3: /* Repeat Step 2 for colours 2 and 3 */ (a) If the neighbourhood of v contains colours 2 and 3 only, then recolour v with colour 1, in a manner similar to Step 2(a). As a result, the 2-3 subgraph of G is a 2-degree graph and each vertex at impasse has exactly two (not necessarily distinct) 2-3 chains touching it.
(b) Find a maximal set of 2-3 components such that no two of them touch the same impasse vertex (for details see Appendix). Interchange colours 2 and 3 in these components.
(c) Call RESOLVE; Call UPDATE(P); Call UPDATE(Q);
Remark. For each v E I, now we have a simple 2-3 path in G with v2 and v3 as its end points. But, u1 and u2 may not be in the same 1-2 component of G. And similarly, v1 and u3 may not be in the same l-3 component of G.
Step 4: (a) Using the list ranking algorithm, identify all P-components of G (each of which is a chain, by step l(d)).
(b) For each chain Lp identified thus /* let v be the impasse vertex associated with L,; v1 and v2 are the end points of LP */ /* Try to find a 2-fork F or a l-drain D at v */ (i) Adjust the ranks in L, such that v2 has rank 1. For each x E Lp, the predecessor of x, predp(x) (respectively the successor of x, WCC,(X)) is lower (higher) ranked P-neighbour of x; predp(u2) and succp(vl) are left "undefined".
(ii) /* Try to find a 2-fork F at v */ Find the lowest ranked vertex w in Lp such that w has a non-P-neighbour coloured the same as succp(w); if there is no such vertex let w be undefined.
Remark. Note that if w is defined then w # ul. Moreover as v2 is an end point of a 2-3 chain, succp(u2) is coloured 1. So, w # v2, and rank(w) > 1. Remark. Each vertex from vz to pre&(w) gets the colour of its successor. Now, w has exactly two colours in its neighbourhood, one the colour of succp(w) (which is same as the colour of its non-P-neighbour) and the other its own previous colour. Thus, w can be given a new colour and the colouring remains valid. Moreover vertex r1 retains its colour but r2 gets recoloured 1.
Thus, L' has two neighbours coloured 1, and the impasse is resolved.
(iv) !* w undefined ~ F not found, try to find a l-drain D at t: */ Find the lowest ranked vertex u # u1 in LP such that u's non-P-neighbour is not coloured 3; if there is no such vertex let u be undefined.
Remark. 1 < rank(u) < rank(u,). (See the remark after Step (ii).) (v) /* If D is found, resolve the impasse at 6 *i
If II is defined then begin For each x E Lp with rank(u) < rank(x) < rank(ul) do CT(x) : = a(succ,(x)) Give a feasible colour to c'i. end.
Remark. If u is defined then predp(u) has a non-P-neighbour coloured
So o(pred,(u))) # As w is undefined (T(U) # 3 (otherwise predp(u) would have been w).
That is, both u and predp(u) are coloured from (1,2}. Let the non-P-neighbour of u be coloured c E { 1,2}. Then o(u) # c and o( predp(u)) = c. Also, by a similar argument, succp(u) is coloured 3. Thus, the colouring remains valid and v1 gets a new colour. As, r2 and r3 are still coloured 2 and 3, respectively, the impasse at L' is resolved. In each of the unresolved cases, both u and w are undefined. That is, every internal vertex in Lp has a non-P-neighbour of colour 3, or in other words, Lp is a l-2 chain.
(c) Call RESOLVE;
Call UPDATE(P); Call UPDATE(Q);
Step 5: /* Repeat Step 4 for colours 1 and 3 */ (a) Using the list ranking algorithm, identify all the Q-components of G and for each chain L, identified thus (with u as its associated impasse vertex) in parallel do (i) Adjust the ranks in L, such that v3 has rank 1. For each x E L,, pre&(x) (respectively succ~(x)) is defined, iff, x # v3 (x # ~'i) and is X'S lower (higher) ranked Q-neighbour.
(ii) Find the lowest ranked vertex w in L, such that w has a non-Q-neighbour coloured the same as succa(w); if there is no such vertex let w be undefined. Remark. Now, it is not necessary for every vertex in P,,(v) -{x} to have its non-P-neighbour coloured 3. So, m, can be coloured either 1 or 3. But, if x and y are adjacent (i.e., n, = y) then (see step (a)) y and z cannot be adjacent (i.e., m, # z), and m, is coloured 3. (ii) Let w be the minimum ranked vertex in P,,(U) whose non-P-neighbour and successor in P12(~) are of the same colour. /* ct' exists because at least n, satisfies this condition. So, rank(w) < rank(n,). If n, = y then ~1 = y */ (iii) for each t E PIZ(ti) with rank(t) < rank(w) do cr(t) : = o(t's successor) (iv) Give w a new feasible colour. /* That is, y gets colour 1. Impasse at c' is resolved because x and z are still coloured 3 and 1, respectively. *, Remark. Now a call to procedure RESOLVE will solve the problem.
Theorem 1. A 4-cliquefree subcubic graph can be 3-coloured in O(log n) time with linear processor-time product on an EREW PRAM.
Proof. We prove that the procedure 3-colour-cubic-graphs 3-colours a 4-clique free cubic graph in O(log n) time with linear processor-time product. Correctness of the algorithm is obvious from the remarks following the individual steps.
With n/logn processors step l(a) can be done in O(logn) time (see the remark after step l(a)). Rest of the procedure is dominated by a constant number of invocations to the list ranking algorithm which can be solved in O(log n) optimal time [2] . Hence the claim on resource requirements. Concurrent write has not been used anywhere in the algorithm. For two adjacent vertices u and w, let [u, w] be the entry in U'S edge list corresponding to the edge (u, w).
We assume that [u, w] and [w, u] have a pointer to each other. These pointers, if not given as part of input, can be easily created in O(1) time using O(n') space and n processors on an EREW PRAM ~ basically we create an "Adjacency Matrix" in which "non-zero" items are pointers to edge list entries; initialisation is not required as we will never look at a "zero". It is easy to see that vertices can scan their neighbourhood in O(d) time, without read conflicts. Hence, the algorithm can be run on an EREW PRAM with the same resource bounds. For any subcubic graph on n vertices, a cubic graph on O(n) vertices of which the former is a subgraph, can be created in constant time with O(n) processors [1 11.
Hence the theorem. 0 
A-colouring Brooks' graphs
In this section the problem of colouring a general Brooks' graph with A colours is considered, where A = O(1). For simplicity of discussion we assume that the graph is regular, an extension to the general case is straight forward.
Procedure A-colour-regular-graphs
Input: A (A + 1)-clique-free regular graph G = (V, E) in adjacency list representa-
tion.
Output: A A-colouring 0 : I/ + { 1, . . , A} of G.
Step 0: If A < 3 use the procedure 3-colour-cubic-graphs of the previous section.
Step 1 Step 2: Interchange colours 1 and A in these components.
Call RESOLVE.
Remark. Impasse is resolved for a vertex if colours in either of the two 1-A components emanating out of it were swapped in this step. For each r E I, now we have a simple 1-A path in G with v1 and z'~ as its end points. Remark. As before, a vertex with P defined is called a P-vertex; the graph induced by P-vertices is a set of disjoint chains. Also, we will make use of the procedure UPDATE described in the previous section.
Step 3: Repeat 2(a) and 2(b) for colours 2 and A. Call UPDATE(P);
Remark. Now v2 and vd are the end points of the same 2-A path, for every v E I. But zli and c'~ need not even be in the same 1-A component.
Step 4: /* Each P-component of G is a chain and has a unique impasse vertex associated with it */ Using the list ranking algorithm, identify all P-components of G. Remark. So, we are left with only the case where u is undefined. As result, vi and vd are the end points of the same 1-A path P,(v) and vz and vd are the end points of the same 2-A path P2(v). It is quite possible that Pi(v) and P2(u) may have vertices in common. By step 2, vi and vA are not adjacent, hence P,(v) does not degenerate into a single edge. But, Pz(v) may be a single edge.
Step 5:
For v E I do in parallel Assume that, every a-/I component in G is a simple path and for every vertex ~1 at impasse v, and v0 are end points of M-B chains. It is required to find a maximal set of u-/I components in graph G, such that no two members in the set touch the same impasse vertex; a component r touches a vertex u if there is a vertex w E r, such that v and w are neighbours. Form a graph G1 in which each vertex corresponds to an a-P component of G. An edge is placed between two vertices of G1 if and only if the M-B components corresponding to them touch the same impasse vertex. Since an @-/_I component can touch at most two impasse vertices, one at each end, the maximum vertex degree of G1 is 2. Remove all isolated vertices and self-loops from G,.
Find the connected components of G1 (as in step 1 of the algorithm in Section 3) and identify each as a chain or a cycle. From each cycle remove a vertex (again as in step l(d) of Section 3). Let the resulting graph be Gz. Using list ranking algorithm find ranks of all vertices in GZ. For every odd ranked vertex of GZ interchange colours CI and /? in the corresponding a-j3 component of G.
